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**Remember:** Printable versions to share found at http://afaofpa.org/weekly-newsletter/

**Check Our Recent Interview**
http://afaofpa.org/listen/

**News From Around PA**

Senator Pat Toomey is calling on President-elect Trump to take action against Philly and other sanctuary cities.

Pittsburgh Councilman Dan Gilman and openly homosexual Council President Bruce Kraus introduced an ordinance that would ban sexual orientation change therapy for LGBTQIA+ youth. If this passes, parents could not seek counseling for their child with unwanted same-sex attraction.

A 2015 analysis by the Election Data Services, indicates PA is on track to lose another Congressional seat in the 2020 census.

As of November here was a $261.8 million shortfall in PA revenue.

Mummers underwent training about "the effects of cultural appropriation, the proper use of satire and issues that are sensitive to the LGBT community."

Green Party drops statewide recount effort in PA.

**News from National Scene**

CDC’s 2013 abortion surveillance report shows a 5% drop in abortions in 2012. However, even though African-Americans only make up 13% of the US population 35% of the babies killed in abortion are black babies!

In response to the politically-motivated attack on Judge Roy Moore, Alabama senators are offering a constitutional amendment reining in the Judicial Inquiry Commission and the Court of the Judiciary.

Bad news for climate change advocates: Researchers found that Antarctic sea ice extent has barely changed since Ernest Shackleton’s botched expedition to map out the South Pole in 1917.

The US House has passed H. Res. 933 which authorizes funding necessary to allow the Select Investigative Panel on the sell of baby body parts to continue.

Senators Dick Durbin (D-IL) and Lindsey Graham (R-SC) are crafting a bill limiting deportations, if President-elect Trump repeals President Obama’s executive orders on immigration.

LGBT advocates want to create the country’s first Transgender Historic District in San Francisco’s Tenderloin neighborhood.

The number of unemployed Americans dropped in November to 7,400,000, the lowest of the Obama presidency. But the labor force participation rate also dropped a tenth of a point to 62.7 percent in November.
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